Dzionis Brek (iOS developer)

PROJECT LIST
Below you can find list of some projects with small descriptions, if
necessary I can present them in detail and describe which
technologies were used, which obstacles and challenges arose
during development and how they were overcome.

MadBookie

App Store


Application allows you to calculate coefficients and bet on
horse racings, for withdrawing and adding funds it works with
credit card and PayPal systems.

Waffle

App Store


Waffle is the place for inappropriate, politically incorrect and
offensive questions and answers. Vote on the latest polls or
follow accounts to see the questions they ask.

Iconic

App Store


Iconic is the fashion app for girls who are extremely interested
in style and beauty, love worldwide brands and want to be the
first who find out all about the trends of the season. All
fashion, latest collections and new designers, lookbooks and
the latest trends.

Vandrouki

Temporary unavailable


Mobile client for website Vandrouki.by, developed for Android
and iOS (goo.gl/DYV1Lg) platforms. Vandrouki.by (also .ru and
.com.ua) is a service, aggregating and providing information
about low cost tours and flights. Application retrieves main
website categories (feed, flights to, flights from) and presents
them in compact way for easy browsing, convenient reading
and adding to bookmarks.

Lobstr

Enterprise


Wallet for digital currency (like a bitcoin). Sending and
receiving moneys, monitoring balance and other features were
implemented in app. Also Apple Watch version created.

Radaro 

App Store

Something like Uber but for delivery. Driver can sign up, take
cargo and deliver it. Such technologies as Geo-fancing,
building rout on google map, navigating, location tracking
were implemented in application to help drivers get all
advantages of the app.

Lisser
Spa laser treatments at your place with one click.
Clone of the zocdoc application.

Closed


Anti Social

Not available


AntiScial allows user to block applications on certain period,
the main idea was to restrict time spended in social apps. Also
AntiScial provides your with statistics (different metrics),
controls apps on remote devices, tract its location and other
useful features.

Loom

Not available


Application helps user to plan travels, schedule trips, track
friends activities and share your experience with them.

Belarus Today

Not available


Application provides news, films, shows and currency.

av.by

Closed


Application provides catalog of cars with all information, price,
pictures and contacts.
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